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recurrence of a similar result . . . tends (increasingly with each instance) . . . 
to negate . . . innocent mental state . . . . 34 

In part, due to Wigmore’s influential treatise, the American courts have 
joined the British courts in treating the doctrine of objective chances as a 
basis for admitting uncharged misconduct to prove mens rea.#A 

The final step in the evolution of the doctrine has been its adaptation to 
permit the introduction of uncharged misconduct evidence to prove identity.  
This is the variation of the doctrine that the prosecution has resorted to in the 
Cosby case.#/  Although there are far fewer British and American cases 
applying this variation of the doctrine, there is respectable case authority on 
both sides of the Atlantic.  The leading British case is the House of Lords’ 
celebrated 1975 decision in R. v. Boardman.#0  Boardman was a headmaster 
of a school, and several students accused him of sexual improprieties.#1  The 
speeches by all five Lords invoked the doctrine to justify the admission of 
one student’s accusation to prove the truth of another boy’s accusation. #2  In 
his speech, Lord Morris stated that “it [is] unlikely that two people would tell 
the same untruth” “having considerable features of similarity.”$3  For his part, 
Lord Hailsham asserted that the strikingly similar, unusual features “common 
to the two stories” amounted to “a coincidence which is against all the 
probabilities . . . .”$!  Lord Cross emphasized that “[t]he likelihood of such a 
coincidence obviously becomes less and less the more people there are who 
make the similar allegations and the more striking are the similarities in the 
various stories.”$" 

 There are a handful of American cases approving this use of the doctrine 
of chances.$#  In its official analysis of then proposed Federal Rules of 
 

 WU. Id. 
 W^.  L)%8'9&, supra note 17, f W.W.U, at 1W1. 
 WV.  Xrancescani, supra note 2. 
 W7. _1b7^` AC U21 (kL) (appeal taken from Eng.); see also C%-58. T'DD)9,. C9%++. '8&.
T'DD)9.%8.E45&)86) W7W n.20 (12th ed. 2010) (hThis decision was accepted elsewhere Zy the 
highest courts in the Commonwealth . . . .i) (citing Sutton v The Queen (1bTU) 1^2 CLc ^2T 
(Austl.), R v. Hsi En Feng _1bT^` 1 YmLc 222 (Y.m.), and c v. coZertson _1bT7` 1 SCc b1T (Can.)). 
 WT. See Boardman, _1b7^` AC U21 (kL) U21. 
 Wb. Id. at U27-WT, UWb-U0, UUW-UU, UUV-U7, UUb-^0, ^UW-^^, UV0. 
 U0. Id. at UU1-U2. 
 U1. Id. at UUV, U^W. 
 U2. Id. at U^b. 
 UW. E.g., People v. jandervliet, ^0T Y.d.2d 11U n.W^ (Mich. 1bbW) (h_d`e can intuitively 
conclude that it is oZnectively improZaZle that three out of thirty clients would coincidentally 
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Logical Relevance 

As the introduction noted, Rule 404(b)(1) generallyAA prohibits the 
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hazardous to compel the jury to consciously advert to that question.A1  When 
the prosecution parades the accused’s other misconduct before the jury and 
the jury must concentrate on the accused’s personal character, at a 
subconscious level the jurors may be tempted to punish the accused even if 
they would otherwise have found reasonable doubt about his or her guilt; the 
jurors might conclude that the accused is so dangerous that society must be 
protected by imprisoning the accused even if he or she is not guilty of the 
crime charged.A2  This risk is an especially significant concern in the United 
States because the Supreme Court has construed the Eighth Amendment ban 
on Cruel and Unusual Punishment as forbidding punishing a person for his 
or her status./3  Hence, while the risk is a major policy concern in the United 
Kingdom, the risk assumes constitutional dimension in the United States. 

To make matters worse, another significant probative danger arises 
because, at the second step in Figure 1, the jury must decide whether to use 
the accused’s general disposition or character trait as a basis for predicting 
the accused’s behavior on the charged occasion.  In the words of Rule 
404(b)(1), the prosecution would be inviting the jurors to treat the accused’s 
disposition as a basis for concluding that “on a particular [charged] occasion 
the [accused] acted in accordance with the character.”/!  The probative 
danger is overvaluation, the risk that the jury will ascribe too much weight to 
general character as a predictor of conduct on a specific occasion./"  Like the 
temptation to decide the case on an improper basis, overvaluation of the 
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In the words of the Court of Appeals for the Seventh Circuit, the theory is 
“purely objective, and has nothing to do with a subjective assessment of [the 
accused’s] character.”0#  Of course, there is always a danger that on its own 
motion the jurors will engage in forbidden character reasoning.  However, 
that danger is present whenever the jury hears uncharged misconduct 
evidence.  Further, under this theory, neither the prosecution in argument nor 
the judge in instructions may refer to the accused’s character or disposition; 
the argument and instructions must be strictly confined to the objective 
likelihood of the coincidence. 

This theory is distinguishable from character reasoning in another 
respect.  At the second step in Figure 1, the trier of fact employs character as 
a predictor of conduct on the charged occasion.  The doctrine of chances 
theory depicted in Figure 2 does not entail that inference.  Rather, the 
prosecutor urges the jurors to do precisely what the pattern instructions in 
most jurisdictions direct the jurors to do, that is, draw on their common 
sense0$ and experience0A in order to decide which inference is more plausible.  
Is it more plausible to infer that all the events represent innocent 
happenstance,0/ or does it seem more probable that one or some of the events 
involve an actus reus and criminal agency? 

Admittedly, some critics have contended that the doctrine of chances is 
nothing more than character reasoning in disguise.00  However, those 

 

 7W. United States v. pork, bWW X.2d 1WUW, 1W^0 (7th Cir. 1bb1), overruled on other grounds 
by dilson v. dilliams, 1T2 X.Wd ^V2 (7th Cir. 1bbb); see also United States v. Aguilar-Aranceta, 
^T X.Wd 7bV, 7bb (1st Cir. 1b^^) (hThe nustification . . . is that no inference as to the defendantas 
character is reluired.i); Yancy Bauer, Casenote, People v. Spoto: Teasing the Defense on Prior Bad 
Acts Evidence, VW U. C%-%. L. c)4. 7TW, T0W (1bb2) (hen theory, the doctrine has no Zearing at all 
on the defendantas character . . . .i). 
 7U. E::-)+,%8, supra 
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contentions have been largely rebutted.01  Despite the criticisms, the courts 
certainly continue to classify the doctrine of chances as a genuine non-
character theory;02 and the better view is that uncharged misconduct evidence 
may be admitted by virtue of the doctrine without offending the character 
evidence prohibition.13 

B.  The Well
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the premises previously occupied” by the accused implied that one or some 
of the deaths were not accidental.2# 

The sheer numbers were even more unsettling in the corresponding 
leading American case, United States v. Woods.2$  There the accused was 
charged with the murder of an infant named Paul whom she was in the 
process of adopting.2A  The apparent cause of death was cyanosis (oxygen 
deprivation).2/
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deaths drives the conclusion that one or some of the fires or deaths were the 
result of an actus reus, not random accident. 

2. To Prove that the Perpetrator Possessed the Requisite Mens Rea 

On both sides of the Atlantic, courts have invoked the doctrine of 
objective chances to uphold the admission of uncharged misconduct 
evidence proffered to show mens rea.!3$  The following figure depicts the 
underlying theory of logical relevance: 

 
FIGURE 3!3A 

 
FIRST ITEM OF 

EVIDENCE 
INTERMEDIATE 

INFERENCE 
ULTIMATE 
INFERENCE 

The accused’s 
involvement in 
uncharged, similar 
events surrounded 
by suspicious 
circumstances 

The objective 
improbability of 
innocent involvement 
in so many suspicious 
events 

On one or some of the 
occasions the accused 
possessed a mens rea 

 
This is the variation of the doctrine that Dean Wigmore had in mind 

when he formulated his famous hypothetical about the three shots.  In the 
past British courts have often admitted uncharged misconduct to rebut an 
accused’s claims of ignorance or mistake!3/ or a contention of innocent, 
unknowing possession.!30 

The American cases fall into the same mold.  In knowing receipt of 
stolen goods cases, the American courts frequently allow the prosecution to 
introduce evidence that on uncharged occasions the accused was found in 
possession of stolen property.!31  An innocent person might occasionally 
come into possession of stolen goods, but objectively the recurrence of that 
event is a suspicious coincidence.  Similarly, in drug prosecutions American 
cases routinely sustain the admission of uncharged misconduct to rebut an 
accused’s claim that he or she did not know that contraband drugs were 

 

 10U. See L)%8'9&, supra note 17, f 7.W.2, at UWb-U1; M=)--)9.&.K597D',9567, supra note 
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secreted in the automobile he or she was driving.!32  Again, it is plausible that 
an innocent person will sometimes find himself or herself behind the wheel 
of an automobile in which someone else had hidden illicit drugs.  However, 
when that event recurs multiple times, common sense points to the 
conclusion that on one or some of the occasions the accused’s possession was 
knowing and criminal rather than ignorant and innocent.!!3 

II. THE CONTROVERSY OVER THE USE OF THE DOCTRINE OF OBJECTIVE 
CHANCES TO PROVE IDENTITY  

Although the Anglo-American cases approving the use of the doctrine 
of chances to prove an actus reus or mens rea are veritably legion, far fewer 
decisions explicitly endorse the use of the doctrine to prove identity.  The 
American authority is especially sparse.  However, the widespread publicity 
for the scandals involving Messrs. Cosby and Weinstein may encourage 
more prosecutors to attempt to utilize the doctrine for this purpose in the 
future.  As previously stated, in the pending Cosby case, the prosecution did 
precisely that in order to persuade the trial judge to admit testimony by 19 
other women who have accused Mr. Cosby of sexual misconduct.!!!  This is 
still another variation of the doctrine of chances, depicted below: 
 
 
 

FIGURE 4
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As the introduction noted, there are both British and American cases 
explicitly approving the use of uncharged misconduct under this theory to 
prove identity.. !!"  In addition, the Justice Department’s Office of Policy 
Development has argued forcefully in favor of this theory.!!#  However, only 
a small number of decisions actually rely on the theory—far fewer than the 
cases endorsing the modus operandi theory and even fewer than the decisions 
approving the use of the doctrine to prove actus reus or mens rea.  Hence, the 
soundness of this theory should not be taken for granted.   Consequently, the 
first subpart of Part II addresses the policy question of whether it is legitimate 
to use the doctrine of objective chances for this purpose.  In particular, 
subpart A considers the potential objections that testimony about mere 
accusations is too flimsy to be probative and that the approval of this use of 
the doctrine will virtually swallow the character evidence prohibition. 

After evaluating those objections, subpart A concludes that it is 
permissible to utilize the doctrine of chances for the specific purpose of 
proving identity.  Subpart B then attempts to specify the foundational 
elements that the prosecution should be obliged to establish before 
introducing uncharged misconduct evidence under the doctrine.  Subpart B 
differentiates the foundation for invoking the doctrine from the predicate 
needed to apply the closely related modus operandi theory.  As the 
introduction noted, there is a grave risk of confusion between the two 
theories.  For that reason, subpart B endeavors to sharply distinguish the two 
foundations. 

 
 
 
 

A. Should the Courts Allow the Introduction of Uncharged Misconduct 
Evidence Under the Doctrine to Prove Identity? 

1. The Insubstantiality of the Evidence of Mere Complaints or 
Accusations 

In the case of the use of the doctrine to prove actus reus or mens rea, the 
prosecution must present admissible evidence that the uncharged incidents 
occurred.  At first blush this use of the doctrine appears to authorize the 
receipt of testimony about mere complaints or accusations.  Since any 
reference to an accused’s uncharged misconduct can be highly prejudicial, it 
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Lord Morris’s words, “Each boy gave evidence.”!"3  Similarly, Scarrott!"! 
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prosecution to introduce evidence of uncharged sexual assaults and child 
molestations to show an accused’s bad character.!"$  Admittedly, some critics 
of these rules have urged that the courts should not apply the rules when the 
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decisions such as Lopez are in accord and classify a showing of independence 
as a full-fledged foundational requirement for admissibility.!A" 

In the typical case it makes sense to impose a requirement for proof of 
the independence of the accusations.  In the final analysis, the rationale for 
the doctrine of chances rests on probability theory.!A#  When events are truly 
independent, one can use the multiplication or product rule to determine the 
probability that by random coincidence, both events will occur.
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uncharged misconduct to prove identity.  However, similarity plays a very 
different role under the two theories. 

The Modus Operandi Theory.  The following figure depicts the non-
character modus operandi theory: 
 

FIGURE 5 
 

FIRST ITEM OF 
EVIDENCE 
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EVIDENCE 

ULTIMATE 
INFERENCE 

The accused’s 
commission of the 
uncharged crime 
with a unique modus 
operandi 

The charged crime 
was committed with 
the same modus 
operandi 

The accused’s identity 
as the perpetrator of 
the charged crime. 

 
In the modus operandi theory, the judge begins his or her analysis by 

identifying all the points of similarity between the manner in which the 
charged and uncharged crimes are committed.!A/  However, that is only the 
beginning of the inquiry.  Having identified all the points of similarity in the 
modus operandi of the crimes, the judge must then reach the question of 
whether that modus operandi is so distinctive that it is likely used by only 
one criminal.!A0  
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identity, the real problem of proof is developing a reliable estimate of the 
frequency of similar accusations at the second step in the analysis.!01 

Actus Reus.  Consider the challenge of developing the frequency 
estimate when the prosecution is using the doctrine to establish the 
occurrence of an actus reus.  In extreme fact situations such as the “Brides in 
the Bath” case,!02 the judge may be willing to estimate the frequency as one.  
Drawing on common experience, the judge may be confident that for most 
persons, having a spouse drown in their own bathtub is a “once in a lifetime” 
experience. 

Alternatively, the number representing the combination of the charged 
and uncharged incidents might be so large that it shocks the judge and, 
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one occasion a friend of the accused could plant the agent in the accused’s 
luggage and dupe the accused into unwittingly bringing such material into 
the United States.  However, if the charge represents the second occasion on 
which the accused was discovered at Customs with the same toxin in his or 
her luggage, the accused’s claim that he or she was duped twice is likely to 
fall on deaf judicial ears. 

In this context as well, the combination of the charged and uncharged 
incidents might yield such a large number that the judge concludes that the 
frequency in the instant case obviously exceeds the normal incidence for such 
events.  Assume that in the past few years the police have found stolen 
property in the accused’s possession on six occasions.  In all likelihood, the 
judge will not demand a criminologist’s testimony before finding that the 
accused has been personally involved in that type of event far more 
frequently than would typically be expected. 
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analysis, the prosecution will sometimes be able to persuade the judge to 
accept an estimate of the frequency.!10  As in the case of the use of the 
doctrine to prove actus reus or mens rea, the prosecution can occasionally 
rely on common sense and argue that the accusation underlying the charge is 
a “once in a lifetime” experience.!11 

In other instances, the judge might simply find the total number so 
shockingly large that she intuits that the number would represent an 
extraordinary coincidence.!12  Suppose that the accused is charged with the 
evening theft of a Harley-Davidson motorcycle from the driveway where it 
was parked.  Although the nighttime hour made the observation conditions 
less than ideal, the owner testifies that when she heard a noise on the 
driveway, she looked out and saw the thief.  At a later lineup, she identifies 
the accused.!23  In the same two-month period, four other Harley
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Yet, in many cases it will prove to be very difficult for the prosecution 
to establish a reliable basis for a frequency estimate.!2#  Numerous factors 
can impact the frequency.  One factor is the size of the potential class of 
accusers.  If the accused is a teacher in regular contact with a large number 
of students or a nurse assigned to a huge ward at a major urban hospital, the 
number of potential accusers increases; and the frequency is likely to increase 
accordingly.  Another pertinent factor is the attractiveness of the accused as 
a target.  For obvious reasons, wealthy, “deep pocket” persons are more 
attractive targets than destitute individuals.  Similarly, by virtue of their 
profession or line of work certain individuals are more attractive targets 
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III.  CONCLUSION 

In the past, there have been occasional references in the American legal 
literature to the use of the doctrine of objective chances to justify the 
admission of uncharged misconduct evidence to prove identity.!20  There 
have also been a handful of American precedents invoking the doctrine.!21  
However, that may change in the near future.  The sheer number of 
accusations in the Cosby and Weinstein scandals has crystalized the issue of 
the propriety of employing the doctrine of chances for that purpose.  As 
previously stated, in the Cosby case the prosecution made that very argument 
in support of its motion to admit the testimony of 19 accusers other than the 
named victim.!22 

Although most of the prior precedents applying the doctrine have limited 
its use to proving actus reus and mens rea, there is a powerful argument for 
extending the doctrine to allow the admission of uncharged misconduct 
evidence to establish identity.  As we have seen, this extension would not 
violate the character evidence prohibition; rather than relying on an 
assumption about the accused’s subjective character, the doctrine rests on 
probability notions and the objective improbability of extraordinary 
coincidences.  In the words of two of the Lords in Boardman, excluding the 
evidence would be “an affront to common sense.”"33  The thrust of the 
argument is that the evidence supports a compelling, common-sense 
inference that only “an ultra-cautious jury”"3! would reject. 

Yet, the same Lords recommended that trial judges exercise “great 
caution”"3" in relying on this extension of the doctrine.  That recommendation 
is sound.  Not only is uncharged misconduct evidence prejudicial.  Moreover, 
there is a huge potential for confusion in this setting.  A trial judge employing 
this extension must be cognizant of three distinctions: the first between 
character and non-character theories of logical relevance; the second between 
two non-character theories, namely, modus operandi and the doctrine of 
objective chances; and a third among the three different uses of the doctrine 
of chances, that is, proof of actus reus as opposed to mens rea as opposed to 
identity.  These varying theories have very different foundational 
requirements.  It can be a challenge to draw those lines not only during the 
judge’s own admissibility analysis but also in the wording of the limiting 

 

 1b7. See supra te[t accompanying notes UU-U^. 
 1bT. See supra te[t accompanying note UW. 
 1bb. Xrancescani, supra note 2. 
 200. c v. Boardman _1b7^` AC U21 (kL) U^W (Lord kailsham) (appeal taken from Eng.). 
 201. Id. at U^7 (Lord Cross). 
 202. Id. at U^2, U^V (Lord kailsham). 
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instruction that the judge must give the jury about the proper use of the 
evidence."3# 

It is imperative that the courts not only clearly articulate the differences 
among the theories but also that they enforce the limitations on each theory 
“with some rigor.”"3$  In Boardman, Lord Hailsham was correct in asserting 
that given a convincing show of an exceptional coincidence, the exclusion of 
the evidence could be “an affront to common sense.”"3A  However, if the 
courts apply the extension loosely and fail to painstakingly observe the 
distinctions among character evidence, the modus theory, and the various 
uses of the doctrine of objective chances, the admission of the evidence could 
result in an affront to justice. 

 
 

 

 20W. X)&..c..E45&. 10^. 
 20U. M=)--)9.&.K597D',9567, supra note T0, f UWU, at TW0. 
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